FUEL LINES FOR TRAILER MOUNTING GENERATORS

Technical Information

Product Group: TRAILER
Model: GENERATORS/WELDERS

This bulletin is provided for technical reference and service related updates. If you have any questions, comments or do not wish to receive these e-mails, please reply to this e-mail or call the Service Technical Support Group 800 478-1244.

FUEL LINES FOR TRAILER MOUNTING GENERATORS

Before

After

Note:
Some units will have a cover at the bottom of the unit that can be removed for routing the fuel lines. If a unit doesn’t have a removable cover, holes are drilled for this purpose.

Add hose Loop connection using existing hose.

Plug this outlet

Plug this outlet

*For generator applications an electric fuel pump is added here. For welder applications a priming bulb is used instead (Part #29388 not an inventory item)